Miracles and Deliverance
TRUMP IS NOT THE ANTICHRIST!

TRUMP WINS!
Pat Holliday, PhD. Newsletter Part one

His Name will be Antichrist!
We know that a false messiah will appear on the world scene before Jesus Christ returns and will deceive
many; his name will be Antichrist. 1
"It's not what you look at that matters. It's what you see." - Henry David Thoreau.

I believe Trump is the man in Green! (More later)
BEGINNING SPIRITUAL WORLD PLAN

Ephesians 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

Isaiah 41:10King James Version (KJV)
10 Fear thou not; for I am with thee: be not dismayed; for I am thy God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee;
yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of my righteousness.
“Woe to him that buildeth a town with blood, and stablisheth a city by iniquity!” Habakkuk 2:12
The Eye of Providence (or the all-seeing eye of God) is a symbol showing an eye often surrounded
by rays of light or a glory and usually enclosed by a triangle. It represents the eye of God watching
over mankind (or divine providence).[1][2][3] In the modern era, a notable depiction of the eye is the reverse of
the Great Seal of the United States, which appears on the United States one-dollar bill.

This woman [religious Catholic system] is going to murder real Saints who worship Jesus Christ. “And I saw the woman drunken with the blood
of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration. And the angel said unto me,
wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads [Seven
Continents] and ten horns [Antichrist regional system of World Government]. Revelation 17: 6

ONE WORLD RELIGION, ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT, AND ONE WORLD FINANCIAL SYSTEM
“The use of symbols to convey meaning to the initiated and to conceal it from the uninitiated is as old as civilization.
A clear understanding of the symbolic way of thinking is necessary if you are to unveil and comprehend the
"esoteric" (hidden or secret) meaning of the symbols of ancient and modern times.” 2 -Jack Benjamin's introduction
to “Symbols, Sex and the Stars” 3

POLITICAL MYSTICS - Mystery Babylon the Great

5”

Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called, the lady
of kingdoms. 6 I was wroth with my people, I have polluted mine inheritance, and given them into thine hand: thou
didst shew them no mercy; upon the ancient hast thou very heavily laid thy yoke. 7 And thou saidst, I shall be a lady
forever: so that thou didst not lay these things to thy heart, neither didst remember the latter end of it, Isaiah 47:5-7.
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They worship at this new altar of iniquity which shows Jesus as a crucified Lizard. It’s located at the Vatican!
The scriptures reveal that a new world government, a one-world money system and a one world religious system. Is
this religious whore speaking of Rome, the Vatican Church?
Pope's astronomer says he would baptize an alien if it asked him …An alien – 'no matter how many tentacles
it has' – could have a soul, says pope's astronomer. 4

“And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast,
and out of the mouth of the false prophet.”(Rev. 16:13).

Europa and Zeus: not a Shakespearian love story

Europa in a fresco at Pompeii
Source: wikimedia

The European Union is rapidly fulfilling prophecy in becoming the prophesied revived Roman Empire, the final
worldly kingdom of human history. The Roman religious system is shown in the Bible. The European Union is
rapidly fulfilling prophecy in becoming the prophesied revived Roman Empire, the final worldly kingdom of human
history. According to prophecy, this kingdom will give rise to an ecumenical and apostate religion, a global
government, and a global economy. Out of this kingdom will arise the most evil dictator ever known to man - the
Antichrist. "And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive
power as kings one hour with the beast. These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the
beast." Revelation 17:12-13 5
The European Union is rapidly fulfilling prophecy in becoming the prophesied revived Roman Empire, the
final worldly kingdom of human history. According to prophecy, this kingdom will give rise to an ecumenical
and apostate religion, a global government, and a global economy. Out of this kingdom will arise the most evil
dictator ever known to man - the Antichrist.
"And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive
power as kings one hour with the beast. These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto
the beast." Revelation 17:12-13 6
The Prophet Daniel, through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, provides us with very detailed information on the rise
and fall of four worldly kingdoms, from the time of his life, until that glorious day when Jesus Christ will return to
rein His millennial kingdom on earth. From the Book of Daniel, the four prophesied kingdoms are as follows:
The Babylonian Empire under Nebuchadnezzar
The Medo-Persian Empire
The Macedonian Empire under Alexander The Great
The Roman Empire

Daniel tells us that there will be a future revival of the Roman Empire in the area of Europe and parts of the Middle
East. This revived Roman Empire, the fourth beast of Daniel’s prophetic vision, is portrayed as the ten toes of the
great image in the dream of King Nebuchadnezzar, ruler of Babylonia.
These scriptures from Daniel reveal the fourth beast, or kingdom, of his vision:
"After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it
had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse
from all the beasts that were before it; and it had ten horns. I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up
among them another little horn, before which there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold,
in this horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking great things." Daniel 7:7-8
"Thus he said the fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and
shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces. And the ten horns out of this
kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he shall be diverse from the first, and he
shall subdue three kings." Daniel 7:23-24.
The woman loses the sense of direction riding the back of the bull. Her religious confusion drives her to worship the
United World.

Notice Europa’s hair is shaped like a lizard! They are preparing for an alien to arrive to rule world religion!
The fourth beast is the revived Roman Empire, and the 10 horns represent the Kings of its member nations. The little
horn, speaking great words, rises up and conquers three of those nations and their Kings. The little horn is
Antichrist, who will rise to power through the revived Roman Empire. Of the 10 horns, three are subdued, likely
because these three will resist the rise to power of Antichrist, and will object to his far-reaching powers. From this
kingdom, and the reign of Antichrist," a global system of apostate religion, politics, and economics will come to

fruition. Antichrist will temporarily rule over the entire earth during the three and one-half years of the Great
Tribulation. 7

THE EUROPEAN UNION CONSTITUTION

The European Union constitution bans the mention of Christianity as part of Europe’s cultural heritage, while at the
same time, including references to the civilizations of Greece and Rome, and the philosophical heritage of the
Enlightenment. European Union government representatives defend this view of history by claiming any mention of
Christian values would upset the Muslim population. 8

Pope Francis is a False Pope Illuminati Hand Signs9
Pope Francis speaking before Congress did something highly unusual for a “man of God”; he didn’t open up in
prayer. He did not invoke God. Instead, he preached the Laodicean gospel of social justice. Jesus did not get an
‘honorable mention” from the “vicar of Christ“... 10 Before speaking, he was already talking for his god. And you
wonder why we call him the False Prophet? 11

Christians and Muslims are Brothers and Sisters
"Christians and Muslims are brothers and sisters," he said after a speech by Imam Tidiani Moussa Naibi, one of the
local religious leaders trying to foster dialogue. 12
Pope Francis is not speaking the truth when he says that ‘Christians and Muslims are brother and sister’. The
religion is Islam clearly teaches that God did not have a son, much less an only begotten one. Islam reduces
Jesus Christ to a mere prophet on par with Mohammed. The Bible says that whosoever denies that Jesus is the Son
of God is of Antichrist!
Pope Francis Likens Jesus to ISIS, Says Muslims Must Breed With Europeans
“For ye are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus,” (Galatians 3:26).

This is what the Qu’ran says about Jesus:


“Further, that He may warn those (also) who say, “God hath begotten a son”: No knowledge have they of
such a thing, nor had their fathers. It is a grievous thing that issues from their mouths as a saying what they
say is nothing but falsehood!” Sura 18:4-5

and this is what the Bible says about Jesus:



“While he yet spake, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them: and behold a voice out of the cloud, which
said, this is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased; hear ye him.” (Matthew 17:5).

POPE Francis Warns ANY "Personal Relationship w/ Jesus is Dangerous"

13

Pope Francis Worships Lucifer at Easter Mass 14
1 Peter 4:17 for the time is come that judgment must begin at the house of God: and if it first begin at us, what
shall the end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?
Jesus said that in the "Last Days" a great deception will take hold of Christendom; specifically, he said:
"There shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it
were possible, they shall DECEIVE the very elect.
"Behold, I have told you before." (Matthew 24:23-25)
In other words, there shall arise in the "end of days" many "false Christs" and "false prophets" all claiming to speak
for Christ insofar as the Kingdom of God is concerned. "Follow me," they will say, "and together we will set up the
Kingdom of God on earth."
That, of course, is exactly the message of today's American Church. That's what "Dominionism" is all about. [Please
see our articles, "The God-Men of the American New World Order System" and "Luciferic Christianity;"
please also see "The Superman Theology behind the International Feast of Tabernacles."] 15

THE CHRIST SPIRIT
The world is looking for a leader. They are looking for a new political leader and spiritual leader. Many are
ready to dump Jesus Christ for a new teacher that they call The Christ Consciousness. Let’s read what New Age
Prophetess, Alice Bailey really thinks, "When He comes at the close of this century and makes his power felt he
will come as the Teacher of Love and Unity, and the keynote he will strike will be regeneration through love poured
forth on all.” 16
(Revelation 18-24), describes a ruthless, cold-blooded religious system upon whose head is written, the Mystery of
Babylon which refers to witchcraft worship. Idolatry has always been associated with ancient Babylon. This
backslidden religious system will bring Antichrist to power by supporting his scheme. This is mystery of Babylon is
shown as a worldly, drunken prostitute who is riding to power on the back of a Beast. She is called upon the goddess
of destruction- the Scarlet Whore of Babylon. She is concerned with religious philosophy behind the state and is
speaking the utopian propaganda and controlling people. The followers will choose sinful, sorcery, humanitarianism,
medicine, science, machinery and worldly happiness in preference to God. The value and purpose of human life will
be thought of as below animals and will be subjected in slavery to the state and Antichrist.
"Little children, IT IS THE LAST TIME: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, EVEN NOW ARE
THERE MANY ANTICHRISTS; whereby we know that IT IS THE LAST TIME." (1 John 2:18)

Spirit of Kundalini
New Age preaching, Ancient Mythology, new occult Christianity, false gospel, Apocryphal “the Book of
Jubilees”, the Nephilim, etc. “Some of the techniques used in this psychic dictatorship are words, symbols, colors,
rhythms, light, movement, and mudras (which mean hand-positions, gestures) which have been used for aeons as
means of spiritualization. These techniques are used by cults, infused with mysticism, are now being used on us for
quite an opposite agenda: to drag us down into the pits of our own miasma, our own hells.” -Michael Tsarion,
However, it is not just a political leader for whom the world is looking. All the major religions discuss the
emergence, in the last days, of a powerful and terrifying spiritual figure someone who will ultimately proclaim
himself to be God. Today’s widespread New Age philosophy is laying the groundwork for the Antichrist's
global religious system. Did you know, for instance, that John Randolph Price, one of the world's principal New
Age gurus, says his spirit guide revealed to him that 2.5 billion people may need to be wiped off the face of the earth
for their utopian spiritual dreams to be realized (Revelation 6:8; 9:18; 13:15; 20:4)? Could such an organization
claiming a billion followers produce the Antichrist? Definitely!

Europa riding the Bull' flying holding on to its horns, sculpture in the European district of Brussels – Credit: some
rights reserved Source: Sebastia Giralton www.flickr.com worldwide ecumenical forces is endeavoring to unite

eastern religions and western Christianity. The second Beast comes from the earth = Satan’s spiritual power
over the revived Roman Empire Religious System, = the One World Religion. The Roman religious system was
a Babylonian, god-goddess, whose people were worshipers of idolatry. All faiths are being plunged into one
melting pot hoping that a one- world religion will rise to the surface. Man strives to reconcile Christianity with
eastern beliefs; but Christianity is a relationship with Jesus. The cornerstone erected by the New Age to create unity
of faith is not Jesus Christ but meditation; not a person but a method. 17
Have you seen a statue of a female figure riding a bull somewhere near a European institution? Or did it look more
like the woman was being violently kidnapped? Maybe it attracted your attention when paying with a Greek 2 Euro
coin or you noticed it on a drawing while browsing through JEF Europe’s web portal. Have you been staring at the
large mosaic in the European Parliament’s Paul-Henri Spaak building? Or have you seen it tattooed on the back of
one of JEF France’s most prominent members? Now you think of it, you’ve seen this same legend promoted all
throughout the EU: on stamps, posters and in artwork. And you couldn’t help but wonder… what is this all about? 18

In the last days, Israel will actually seek the help of her enemy, Assyria and from an ally, Egypt.
Hos 5:13
13 "When Ephraim saw his sickness, and Judah his sores, then Ephraim turned to Assyria, and sent to the great king
for help.
Hos 7:11
11 "Ephraim is like a dove, easily deceived and senseless — now calling to Egypt, now turning to Assyria.
It is easier to understand the above verses if we know that Assyria in the last days is the modern day Babylon, Iraq.
Assyria and Babylon in the ancient times occupy the same areas. Now, Israel is mostly from the European Union.
For more details on the last day Assyrians, read Who Are the Ten Horns of the Beast? - Part 2 and also The
Antichrist and the Number "666". Egypt is also the modern day United States of America.
4. The bull-calf, symbol of Israel's strength will be destroyed and Europe will be ransacked

Hosea
8:5-8
5 Throw out your calf-idol, O
Samaria! My anger burns against
them. How long will they be
incapable of purity? 6 They are from
Israel! This calf — a craftsman has
made it; it is not God. It will be
broken in pieces, that calf of Samaria.
7 "They sow the wind and reap the
whirlwind. The stalk has no head; it
will produce no flour. Were it to yield
grain, foreigners would swallow it up.
8 Israel is swallowed up; now she is
among the nations like a worthless
thing.

At the left is EU headquarters in Brussels, Belgium with a statue of the
pagan goddess Europa riding a bull. At right is the Europa statue in front
of the Winston Churchill Building. The rear of the bull shows 10 nations.
Europa rides the bull without a since of direction. (Source: The Messianic
Center)

The modern Israel has forgotten their
God, the source of their power and
wealth. Now they rely on their own strength as united people of the European Union. God will destroy their union
and their symbol of power— the bull-calf. 19

YE SHALL BE AS GOD
In (Gen 3:5), Satan is talking to Eve. He promised her if she would disobey God that she would become like or “as”
God. Read the commentary below. Even Satan knew that Adam was NOT a God! “For God doth know that in the
day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil,” (Gen. 3:5).
[Your eyes shall be opened] Your understanding shall be greatly enlightened and improved; and ye shall be as gods,
kee-'Elohiym, like God, so the word should be translated, for what idea could our first parents have of gods before
idolatry could have had any being, because sin had not yet entered into the world? The Syriac has the word in the
singular number, and is the only one of all the versions which has hit on the true meaning. As the original word is
the same which is used to point out the Supreme Being, (Gen 1:1), so it has here the same signification, and the
object of the tempter appears to have been this: to persuade our first parents that they should, by eating of this fruit,
become wise and powerful as God (for knowledge is power,) and be able to exist forever, independently of him. 20

Jesus Christ is Lord
(I John. 2:18), it is the last: days (the) Antichrist shall come. (II Thessalonian 2-1- 4), “That day (of Jesus coming)
shall not come except… that man of sin be revealed”. (II Thessalonian 2:9 “Whose coming is after (according to)
working of Satan. (II Thessalonian 2:10-14), “God shall send them strong delusion, (the Antichrist) who believed
not the truth.” (Daniels 8:23). “In the latter time… a king of fierce countenance… shall stand up.” (Revelations
13:4) “The dragon, (Satan) which gave power unto the beast. (Revelations 13:7). “Power was given him over… all
nations. (Daniel 11:37) neither shall he regard God of his fathers. (Daniel 11:37). “Neither… Regard…desire of
women.” (Daniel 11:37), neither shall he regard any god.
The fulfilled Messianic prophecies (concerning Christ) by themselves prove the divine inspiration of the Scriptures.
The Bible contains 31% prophecy, whereas the Koran contains no prophecy at all. For example: Christ's virgin birth
was foretold 700 years before His birth by Isaiah the prophet (Isaiah 7:14). Micah 5:2 foretold of His birth in
Bethlehem. Daniel's prophecy led the wise men to behold the Son of God. Prophecy is history written in advance!
God has revealed to us the future in the holy Bible.
Jesus announces a final persecution against His Church before His return through the seemingly universal (but
temporary) success of the Antichrist, who will establish a "false peace" on earth,” (cf. I Thessalonian 5:3),
through a world government and a world religion that will deny Jesus Christ as the true Messiah.
Jesus announces a final persecution against His Church before His return through the seemingly universal (but
temporary) success of the Antichrist, who will establish a "false peace" on earth,” (cf. I Thess. 5:3), through a
world government and a world religion that will deny Jesus Christ as the true Messiah.

POWERFUL MEN AND WOMEN - CHANGE AGENTS

On Oct. 24, 1945, the United Nations charter took effect after being ratified by the five permanent members
of the Security Council (the United States, Great Britain, France, the Soviet Union and the Republic of
China) and a majority of the other 46 members.

A Literal 7-Year Tribulation An upcoming time period has been set aside for God to pour out His wrath
upon the evil of the world, to regather Israel back into its land, to move Israel to acknowledge Jesus as their
Messiah, and for the Messiah to return and fight for His believing remnant, (Deut. 4: 26-31; Isa. 13: 6-13;17:
4-11; Jer. 30: 4-11; Ezek. 20: 33-38; Dan. 9: 27; 12: 1; Zech. 14: 1-4; Matt. 24: 9-31). This time period begins
with a covenant between Israel and the Antichrist (Dan. 9: 27). The length of the Tribulation is seven years
long, described in a variety of ways as "one seven" year block (Dan. 9: 27), consisting of two "times, time and
half a time" (two years + 1 year + half a year; Rev. 12: 14), or two "1260 days" periods (Rev. 11: 3), or two
"42 month" periods (Rev. 11: 2; 13: 5). [1] 21

United Nations Mural Shows NWO coming Illuminati Freemason Symbolism
What is the nature of the intelligence behind the controlling power structure of the earth? How and for what purpose
does it manipulate world commerce, currency and foment war? The subtle but formerly missing pieces of
information gathered along the path that answers these questions will surprise many. 22
The mural in the Security Council Chamber shows the "Phoenix rising" from its own ashes as the focus
point: The Phoenix bird is a symbol of Lucifer. Barbara Walker, in her occult book, "Now Is The Dawning",
writes "Egyptians believed that the Phoenix was the representative of a god who rose to heaven in the form of
a morning star, like Lucifer, after his fire-immolation of death and rebirth ...” 23 Within the realm of the
occult, the Phoenix is the legendary bird of the Egyptian Satanic Mystery Religions. 24

Secret Cabal that Manipulates World Events
It is all about fulfilling that globalist agenda! Keep in mind that these people worship Lucifer and they are looking
and awaiting for the Secret Cabal looking for a world teacher. This is their Antichrist personality. Nowhere in the
Bible are we told that Jesus will return as a teacher.
It's clear that many people are so conditioned by the current reactionary brainwashing that they will be
unable to consider any of these ideas. But some people throughout the world are waking up to what's going
on and they need to see behind the curtain to the real, criminal powers that manipulate human minds and
destroy human liberties. We need to see the real of our enemies.
The purpose of this exposé of the cabal is to help American and world citizens see who is controlling
events from behind the scenes, to assist in making clear just what kind of demonic forces are bringing about
the destruction of American and world values and institutions, so we can act intelligently in building a

commonwealth polity.

The Baby shown at the base of monument of the 7th Age of Antichrist?
"All the world's a stage" is the phrase that begins a monologue from William Shakespeare's As You Like It, spoken by the
melancholy Jaques in Act II Scene VII. The speech compares the world to a stage and life to a play, and catalogues the seven
stages of a man's life, sometimes referred to as the seven ages of man:[2] infant, schoolboy,
lover, soldier, justice, Pantalone and old age, facing imminent death. It is one of Shakespeare's most frequently quoted passages.
25

Winston Churchill said, “History is written by the victors.” How very different would history be if men were
incapable of ignoring truth or fabricating accounts of events. Language has a peculiar quality in that it absorbs and
retains portions of truth. All the words of every language throughout history retain these fragments, despite the best
efforts of the best liars that ever lived. It is possible to gather and discern enough of the literature written over the
last three thousand years and step back and look at it from a distance. Like looking at a color blindness test image, a
subtle picture appears to the ones able to see.
What if all language could be reset and men forced to adopt a new universal tongue, unique from any that existed?
The hope of finding truth could be erased as well.
The precursor organization to the United Nations, The League of Nations proposed the use of Esperanto in the state
schools of all its member nations. 26
There have been efforts toward this goal. Ludwik Lazarus Zamenhof (1859 – 1917) constructed an entirely new
language and called it, Esperanto meaning, “one who hopes.” He explained that a fabricated, politically neutral
language would transcend nationality and “foster peace and understanding.”
The New York Times reported the following day, “In signing the protocol [U.S. Secretary of State James F.] Byrnes said
the Charter was now a ‘part of the law of nations and that it was ‘a memorable day for the peace-loving peoples of all
nations.’ But he warned that peace depended upon the will of the peoples for peace rather than upon documents.”

Not anything of significance prophetically, therefore, could happen until we saw The Budding of the Fig Tree and
Israel became a nation again; that happened in 1948. In addition that year witnessed the first meeting that would

lead to establishment of the revived Roman Empire, the European Union. This last-days entity would form the
political and military basis for the coming one-world government - the apparatus by which the Antichrist would rule.
Many people and scholars are attempting to understand the New World Order, without any regard for what the Bible
teaches. They will never be able to see the truth apart from the Scriptures. What I am going to teach you will amaze
you, and it is from a Biblical perspective. You cannot understand anything if you ignore the Bible.
Please read, The Mysterious All-Seeing Eye.

The UN Mural SPIRITUAL PROPHETIC PANEL
The Un Panels tell the story of the rising of the phoenix god and antichrist. A central feature of the Security Council
Chamber is the oil canvas mural painted by the Norwegian artist Per Krogh. It depicts a phoenix rising from its
ashes, as a symbol of the world being rebuilt after the World War III. Above the dark sinister colors at the bottom
different images in bright colors symbolizing the hope for a better future are depicted.
"We have a rendezvous with a world dictator and his appearance may be soon," Julian Snyder.27

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse Top Left Panel
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are described by John of Patmos in his Book of Revelations, the last book of
the New Testament. The chapter tells of a “‘book’, or ‘scroll’, in God’s right hand that is sealed with seven seals”.
The Lamb of God, or Lion of Judah, (Jesus Christ) opens the first four of the seven seals, which summons forth four
beings that ride out on white, red, black, and pale horses. Although some interpretations differ, in most accounts, the
four riders are seen as symbolizing Conquest, War, Famine, and Death, respectively. The Christian apocalyptic
vision is that the four horsemen are to set a divine apocalypse upon the world as harbingers of the Last Judgment. 28

The Black Horse of the Apocalypse (Christian View)
Matthew 24:7b-8 “there will be famines and earthquakes in various places. All these are but the beginning of the
birth pains.”
Revelation 6:5-6 “When he opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature say, “Come!” And I looked, and
behold, a black horse! And its rider had a pair of scales in his hand. And I heard what seemed to be a voice in the
midst of the four living creatures, saying, “A quart of wheat for a denarius, and three quarts of barley for a denarius,
and do not harm the oil and wine!”
During this dreadful time there will be earthquakes all over the world. But Jesus says that these are “but the
beginning of the birth pains” meaning that as a mother’s contractions get closer and closer together as the birth of

her child nears, so too will these wars, earthquakes and famines which occur. The result of the wars and the
catastrophic effect of earthquakes could easily spike the price of food and why famine becomes widespread and why
a “quart of wheat [goes] for a denarius” which is what the price of one day’s labor was at the time John wrote
this. Imagine working all day for only a quart of wheat! The oil and wine being spared seems to indicate that only
the very rich will not be affected because they are the frequent consumers of the oil (which was very expensive then
and may denote the richer foods of today) and the rich then (perhaps like today) are the only ones who could afford
such fine wines. The rich are not yet touched by the famine and hyperinflation that the earthquakes and the wars
have caused.

The Pale Horse of the Apocalypse (Christian View)
Matthew 24:8-10 “All these are but the beginning of the birth pains. “Then they will deliver you up to tribulation
and put you to death, and you will be hated by all nations for my name’s sake. And then many will fall away and
betray one another and hate one another.”
Revelation 6:7-8 “When he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature say, “Come!” And
I looked, and behold, a pale horse! And its rider’s name was Death, and Hades followed him. And they were given
authority over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword and with famine and with pestilence and by wild beasts of the
earth.”
Tribulation and persecution follow this like Nero blamed the Christians for the fire that destroyed much of Rome so
too might the world blame Christians for the collapse of the economy and the widespread famine which produce
death. The color of a corpse has been described as pale and this “pale horse” seems to represent death for “its rider’s
name was Death, and Hades (the grave) followed him.” This given authority produced death “over a fourth of the
earth” and the power to “kill with sword (from wars) and with famine (from the earthquakes and hyperinflation of
food prices).” This fourth seal is followed by the martyrdom of many saints (Rev 6:9-10). Today, more Christians
are dying by persecution worldwide than at any time in our history.
And its rider’s name was Death, and Hades followed him. And they were given authority over a fourth of the
earth, to kill with sword and with famine and with pestilence and by wild beasts of the earth.” Matthew 24:9-10
reads “Then they will deliver you up to tribulation and put you to death, and you will be hated by all nations for my
name’s sake. And then many will fall away and betray one another and hate one another.” Pale is normally what the
skin color of a dead person looks like. The rider on this horse took the lives of a fourth of those who lived on the
earth and Jesus mentions the fact that many will be delivered up in a “tribulation” and be put to death which seems
to be a severe worldwide persecution of Christians. No wonder then that what follows next in Revelation (6:9)
mentions “the souls of those who had been slain for the word of God and for the witness they had borne.”
"And when He had opened the 'FOURTH SEAL,' I heard the voice of the 'Fourth Beast' say, Come. And I looked,
and behold a PALE HORSE: and his name that sat on him was DEATH, and HELL (Hades) followed with him.
And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with SWORD, and with HUNGER, and
with DEATH, and with the BEASTS OF THE EARTH."
When the "FOURTH SEAL" was broken John heard the fourth, or "Eagle-like Living Creature" say--"Come," and
a "PALE HORSE" appeared and went forth. Note the "corpse-like" color of the Horse. We are not surprised then
when the Rider upon the "PALE HORSE" is called "DEATH," and that "HADES," the "Grave," not "Hell,"
follows after "Death" like a great "Voracious Monster" to swallow up the victims of "DEATH." It is worthy of note
that the Riders of the first three Horses are not named, but it will be very clear when the events they chronicle occur,
who and what is meant. Here however the Rider is personified and called "DEATH," and his consort is called
"HADES," they are inseparable companions. The reference here is clearly too some great PESTILENCE that shall
come upon the earth. After a devastating war, followed by famine, during which the dead are left unburied,
a PESTILENCE is sure to follow. The "fourth part of the earth" over which the Pestilence shall sweep will
probably be that part of the Eastern Hemisphere covered by the revived Roman Empire.
See Map of the Old Roman Empire.
So great will be the destruction of human life in the days of the "Fourth Seal" that HADES will have to enlarge
herself and open her mouth without measure, as foretold in Isaiah 5:13-16. The means of destruction mentioned--

the SWORD, HUNGER, DEATH, and the BEASTS OF THE EARTH, are the "FOUR SORE JUDGMENTS"
of Ez. 14:21, that are to fall upon JERUSALEM -- "For thus saith the Lord God: How much more when I send my
'FOUR SORE JUDGMENTS' upon JERUSALEM, the SWORD, and the FAMINE, and the NOISOME
BEAST, and the PESTILENCE, to cut off from it man and beast." Those will be awful times to those who must
pass through them. But the Church will not be in them having been "caught out" before as promised. But awful as
those days will be, they will be only the "BEGINNING OF SORROWS" for those who are left. Matthew 24:6-8.
And the worst thing about them will be that they are "Hardening Judgments," and instead of the people repenting
and calling upon God, they will call on the mountains and rocks to hide them from the face of Him that sitteth on
the Throne. Revelation 6:15-17.29
The third seal of Revelation 6, employing the symbol of a black horse, describes just such a horrifying scene.
When the "THIRD SEAL" was broken John heard the third or "Man-like Living Creature" say--"Come," and a
"BLACK HORSE" appeared and went forth, whose Rider held in his hand a "pair of balances," and John heard the
voice of an invisible person in the midst of the "Four Living Creatures" say--"A measure of wheat for a penny,
and three measures of barley for a penny, and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine." The "BLACK HORSE"
signifies famine, and the Rider the "Conserver of Food." When all able bodied men are drafted for war, and no one
left to sow and harvest the crops, then famine is sure to follow. So great will be the famine, that it will take a
"denarius" a day's wages, to buy a "choenix" (2 pints) of wheat," the daily ration of a slave. What is meant by not
hurting the oil and wine, may be, that as the Olive tree and grapevine do not bear their fruit until some months after
the wheat and barley harvest, and grow without much attention, their crops would not be so much affected by war,
and therefore the Olive trees and grapevines were not to be ruthlessly destroyed by invaders for they were needed
for medicinal purposes. 30

The Red Horseman of the Apocalypse (Christian View)
Matthew 24:6-7a “And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you are not alarmed, for this must take
place, but the end is not yet. For nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom…”
When the Lamb opened the second seal, I heard the second living creature say, “Come and see!” Then another horse
came out, a fiery red one. Its rider was given power to take peace from the earth and to make men slay each other.
To him was given a large sword, (Revelation 6:3-4).
This red horse in Revelation is one that brings war and the color red seems to be symbolic of the blood that is shed
during war and Communism. The colour of blood is naturally connected with the idea of sacrifice. It has also a
darker side, connected with the flames of hell, the appearance of demons, the apoplectic face of rage. Has there ever
been a time on the earth were there have been more wars and rumors of wars than today? This red horse “was
permitted to take peace from the earth, so that people should slay one another” and this rider or ruler “was given a
great sword” or military weapons and might to spill blood. Jesus said in Matthew that there will be wars and rumors
of wars “For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom” and these wars will produce
“famines.”31

United Nations of New World of Hope and Death of Old World
Free of Jesus Christ and Christianity
They believe in reincarnation and the terrible war has cleansed the world of Christians. Ghostly gray souls of people
with religious garb & others about to enter the Stargate are narrow minded people, separated from the others who
are more open minded & coming out of the darkness & chained to old beliefs, into the light. The people behind the
phoenix appear to wear the costume of many nations, women, men, boys, girls, and a woman with a baby on her
back, Muslim women, African women and a man wearing a turban.
It is basically showing you that a huge amount of people are going to be sacrificed by the powers of darkness in
order to firmly establish the Jewish World Order and make this Rebirth of their imagined New World. We see
people of every faith race and class of people parading around the slaughtered religion of Christianity. These dead
souls are entering blue star gate of the Golden Rose to the new imagined World of the Globalists.
Yes, many people will die when the New World Order is established. However Satan’s delusion says that it will be a
much better world for those who survive. Those who have died in the world holocaust of the systematic
extermination of millions of European Jews, as well as Roma, Slavs, intellectuals, gay people, and political

dissidents, by the Nazis and their allies during World War II through world cataclysms catastrophes.
Yes, there will be a New World Order and it will force the United States to change its perception. Depopulation
should be the highest priority of U.S. foreign policy towards the Third World. It’s not a matter of what is true that
counts but a matter of what is perceived to be true. So, this is why we have those people going towards some kind of
afterlife – they are not entering the “new world” shown in the other sections of the mural. They will all die. And
depopulation is indeed the priority right now – however, not the one you would imagine by looking at the term.

The colorful mural by Norwegian artist, Per Krogh features prominently in the UN Security Council chamber. It depicts
a phoenix rising from its ashes, as a symbol of the world being rebuilt after the Second World War. . Photo: UN
Photo/DN
The United Nations has a political and spiritual world plan. It exists to bring in a New World Order. The destination of the
United Nations is to meet all its planned goals by the year 2015. "We are in a leaderless world," The late Walter

Cronkite.

Top Left Panel UN Mural
Two men carry a scale upon their shoulders and a man in black pours gold into bag. Weight of the gold in talents
which arrived to Solomon in only one year, 1 Kings 10,14; 2 Kings 9,13.
You see a red and yellow building with two triangles topped with two crowns that are separated and a blue flag; all
races and nations united under the United Nations Flag. Masons also use two triangles joined together to represent
Yin and Yang. Therefore, their depiction of the Hexagram also depicts Yin and Yang.
The Yin and Yang symbol is also used to represent bisexuality and homosexuality within today’s New Age
Movement. It is also used to depict Divination. [Dr. C. Burns, Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated, p. 19-22] Do
not be deceived: Freemasonry depicts Yin and Yang a little differently than a traditional New Age, or occultist, or
Satanist. They use the hexagram and the black and white tile floors; but, their belief in Yin and Yang is identical to
the Satanist Mysteries. But, why should we be surprised, for Albert Pike told us that Freemasonry is “identical to the
Mysteries.”

Remember, the hexagram is the most evil of all Black Magick symbols. Witches have used it for years to cast curses
on people; many people in the past few thousand years have died by having a hex placed on them. 32
The background is gray (Death) with a red, (Communism) white and blue circus pole with a gray garland separate
the old world from the new world.

The Left Top Center Panel
This panel consists of trees. The trees are symbolic of the sacred grove. A man standing at lectern preaching gods
and goddesses of nature worship; two men are kneeling; another man is sitting while a man holding a golden arc
(perhaps the arc of the Jewish covenant) offering it on an altar to Baal. The Bible says they will build a new temple
and institute its ritualism’s including animal sacrifices, (Dan. 9:27). And Antichrist will make a Covenant with them
but he will stop the sacrifices and offerings at the middle of the week. And Antichrist will break the Covenant and
commit the act which is often called the “the abomination of desolation,” and proclaim himself god.

Top Right Center Panel
The panel at the top right reveals Jewish man blowing the Shofar a royal wedding with an idol on a pedestal, a man
playing the violin the Bride standing in front of a faded white Christian Church building; dressed in white gown and
veil (The Bride of Christ?). A man is kneeling worshipping figures of idols; another man is playing piano music and
two people dancing to celebrate the nature gods.
Panel to the left reveals a celebration of the rise of the Antichrist. A blond woman (Hillary Clinton?) dressed in
occult red/black blouse and skirt is leading a victory parade. The traditional colors of black and red used in
Satanism, date all the way back to Ancient Egypt and are symbolic of spiritual transformation to the occult. Red is
the color of fire, and fire was to the Egyptians the symbol of the regeneration and the purification of souls. Hence, in
the Masonic system, red is the symbol of regeneration. Thus red is the color assigned to the Royal Arch Degree
since that degree teaches the regeneration of life. 33She is clasping a flowing blue wedding blue garland with
connects to the left panel; the triangles on the building are now connected together.

Center Panel coming Unholy Antichrist Family
What is the nature of the intelligence behind the controlling power structure of the earth? How and for what purpose
does it manipulate world commerce, currency and foment war? The subtle but formerly missing pieces of
information gathered along the path that answers these questions will surprise many. 34
What Is the meaning of the Frescoes? What is the meaning of the birth of Prince George?
“The Illuminati use what I call reverse symbolism. They place their symbols all around us but present them with the reverse of
their true meaning. For example, the dove symbolizes peace to most people, but to the Illuminati bloodlines it represents their
goddess, Queen Semiramis [Isis]. Beyond the realm of human comprehension; inscrutable; Occult Numerology "In Freemasonry
is embedded the core or the secret heart of the occult mysteries, wrapped up on number, metaphor and symbol." 35

PROPHECIES OF AMERICA MURALS OF THE ANTICHRIST
Eve reaches through a blue star gate which attaches to a golden hook into the paranormal Kingdom of Satan in the
branches of a familiar tree in the garden scene; a Pan-like figure gently hands out one of the tree’s golden fruits. She
receives the forbidden fruit of knowledge from Lucifer (Satan). She has connected to a supernatural entrance into his
paranormal kingdom of darkness. Eve receives the evil fruit from the Tree of Knowledge. She has rebelled against
God by obeying the temptation of Satan to sin.

A prince and the princess become engaged.
The princess has three W’s in her hair which mean symbolically Six, Six, Six. Prince William and Princess Kate’s
sacred marriage to the prince in a temple ritual and they will become gods. The prince is kneeling on one knee,
(occult meaning; getting on one knee and proposing to your girlfriend and getting on both knees when praying to
God. When you get on one knee to propose you are showing her that you submit. His hand turns into the dog the star
of Sirus. It was associated with the Egyptian god Osiris and other gods. Ancient Egyptians noted that Sirius rose
just before the sun each year immediately prior to the annual flooding of the Nile River. Although the floods could

bring destruction, they also brought new soil and new life. Fittingly, Osiris, whom Sirius may have represented, was
a god of life, death, fertility and rebirth of plant life along the Nile. 36

Progressive art: Red rose of socialism: that is NOT Adam & eve! It symbolizes equality between the sexes,
comrades. After thinking more on the doorway with the blue & gold stars equals Stargate.
They are doing a Roman handshake, her right hand has an extension that reaches to his heart The prince that is
dressed in a grey suit; (Grey: Color of Balance; positive & negative powers). His pant leg crease turns into a head
of a snake when enlarged. His left hand is close to the snake’s head and he is making a phallic sign with that hand.
He is proposing to a blond hair woman. She is holding a bouquet of roses (marriage will be based upon the
knowledge of satanic evil [Rosicrucian- mystics who study and practice the metaphysical laws governing life]. the
rose is the flower of the goddess Venus but also the blood of Adonis and of Christ. The rose is the symbol for
secrecy. The rose garden is a symbol of Paradise. It is the place of the mystic marriage.
Another young boy about 13 years old appears standing in the wings behind the Prince William (probably Prince
William) waiting for his cue to go onstage crowned King of the World. His standing on a red platform (red is
Communist platform. He is ready to enter the world stage to play his part as King.
THE CENTRAL IMAGE
The whole central image of the phoenix and the activity above is contained by a mandorla [an oval area or panel in
painting or sculpture, e.g. the area of light surrounding a representation of Jesus Christ after the Resurrection]
within a bright circle. A baby marks the central point of the circle and sits on the grass in a garden above the head
of the rising phoenix forming a circumpunct – again representing the sun, i.e. Apollo.37
The circumpunct is an ancient symbol known as the dot in the circle, circled dot, circle with a point, or a
circumpunct, is one of the oldest symbols known to humans. 38
According to Gnostics, it is the most primal aspect of God. To Greek philosophers and the Pythagoreans, the
circumpunct represents God, or the Monad - the point of the beginning of creation, and eternity. It is the sun of
astrologers and astronomers; the alchemical gold of the alchemist, and the Keter of the Kabbalah.
The circle around the dot is the universe or world in which we live. A blank canvas to draw from the circle that
which we wish to creates; a place to also retreat back from the world when things in life get too chaotic. Erase
our problems in 'order' to have a clean slate in a sense, redeem our souls.
As you can see, the circumpunct is a symbol that can help evolve our souls to become truly illuminated. An

enlightened soul who is "I AM."
In order to know the meaning of this symbol, you first must understand how the world in which we live operates.
The modern man-made world is ruled by chaos which confuses people and often leads their souls astray. Man-ufactured chaos. This is why the motto of the 33rd degree of Freemasonry is ORDO AB CHAO. A Latin term
meaning "Order from (out of) Chaos." 39

Baby Boy George
A baby boy at the couple’s feet Baby is clutching a Dove to his Golden Chest.
Symbolically, the boy’s hair is a painted as a dead bird. His legs are crossed forming a number four which
stands for Hermes or Jupiter in alchemy. The number four deals with the spiritual realm it represents the
elemental powers of witchcraft working the four corners of the earth and the elements of nature, air, earth,
water and fire; plus there are spirits involved. It’s the powers of the occult that are going to bring together
the powers of the last days. The baby also has his hands crossing his heart which makes and X sign of, relating to,
or dealing with supernatural influences, agencies, or phenomena. His left toe touches an orange portal [Gay
world] located at the top of an upside down pyramid.
"In Freemasonry is embedded the core or the secret heart of the occult mysteries, wrapped up on number, metaphor
and symbol."40
"Numbers and colors are a key to the ancient views of cosmogony ... spiritually as well as physically ... to the
evolution of the present human race; all systems of religious mysticism are based upon numerals.”41
The Baby Boy is Wearing Green:
Good for beginnings and growth. Venus rules green- Abundance, fertility, success, general good luck, harmony,
immortality, generosity, material gain, renewal, marriage, balance and healing, Money, material gain, wealth,
healing, communication with nature spirits, anti-inflammatory. Venus rules green- red is for lust/sex, harmony,
financial gain, earnings increases, social functions, possessions, riches, indulgence, pleasure... Green can also be
used for inciting jealousy, greed, suspicion, resentment, sickness, disease, and disharmony when applied to others
and directed. Green rules the heart.
And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world,” (Revelation 13:8)

Prince George [the dragon slayer] is born
This coming of the Antichrist will be preceded by a general apostasy, the loss of faith of most of Christians:
It’s official. Prince William and Kate Middleton have registered the birth of their son, His Royal Highness Prince
George Alexander Louis of Cambridge Kensington Palace said today. “The Duke of Cambridge signed the birth
register at Kensington Palace this morning, witnessed by a Registrar from Westminster Register Office. “William
and Kate’s occupations are listed on the document as Prince of the United Kingdom and Princess of the United
Kingdom, respectively. Prince George was born July 22 at 4:24 p.m. London time. He weighed 8 pounds, 6
ounces, according to an official announcement from Kensington Palace four hours after the birth.
There are many key elements that direct a person to who and what the beast and its mark are. One element is an
image is made that people bow down to and worship and another is it has a name. Bio-chips, social security
numbers, government brandings, and other concoctions do not fit. If you take the number 666 and write it in the
Hebrew numbering system using letters you come up with vstr, or vav samech tav resh. Vav is a prefix whiles the
root str means secret or hidden. If you then look up the symbols of the letters they are nail, prop, cross, and head,
and mean nail, prop, mark or sign, and head or leader. If you put these together it is the crucifix, the image of the
beast. If you then take the name of the image, jesus, and add it up it comes to 666.

Jesus announces a final persecution against His Church before His return through the seemingly universal
(but temporary) success of the Antichrist, who will establish a "false peace" on earth,” (cf. I Thess. 5:3),
through a world government and a world religion that will deny Jesus Christ as the true Messiah.
Jesus said that the Devil is the Father of Lies. Christians must be sober and alert as the day of the Lord draws
near so that we will be able to hear His voice knowing with all of our hearts that we are not being deceived by
the evil one.
The True Messiah/Christ warned that if another came in his own name he would be accepted, and he said
many will come saying they are the Messiah/Christ. He gave us the tools to figure out who this deceiver would
be and pointed out the deceiver would sit in the temple of God making himself out to be God and the whole
world would be deceived. No one is supposed to bow down to idols or serve them. This is what marks an
individual. Do not bow down to them (mark on your forehead) and do not serve them (mark on your hand),42
Revelation 13:1
The spirit of antichrist is already at work. As these Last Days approach, more and more, we are witnessing
people abandon the Bible in favor of the New Age Movement, witchcraft, and Unitarian beliefs.
“ Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together
unto him; 2 That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by
letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 3 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that
day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of
perdition;4 Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so
that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. 5 Remember ye not, that,
when I was yet with you, I told you these things? 6 And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be
revealed in his time. 7 For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let,
until he be taken out of the way. 8 And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall
consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 9 Even him,
whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, 10 And with all
deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth,
that they might be saved. 11 And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should
believe a lie: 12 That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in
unrighteousness. 13 But we are bound to give thanks alway to God for you, brethren beloved of the

Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation through sanctification of the Spirit
and belief of the truth: 14 Whereunto he called you by our gospel, to the obtaining of the glory of our
Lord Jesus Christ,” (II Thessalonian 2: 1- 14).

This World is under deep Luciferian deception
“Symbols are very important. If you don’t think so, put a swastika on your arm, walk into a synagogue, and see the kind of
response you get. Symbols elicit and bring out emotional responses in people. Even more importantly, symbols have their own
spiritual presence. They tell you things.”-43
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Right and Left Panels
To understand the meaning of the UN Mural you must read from right to left! Blue sash of peace & security to all
people, tribes & tongues, united humanity, free in the animals & no ownership, just free to roam. BLUE
Blue is the color traditionally connected with the three Craft or Symbolic degrees of Freemasonry. It appears not
only on the Mason’s apron, but also in the decoration of the Lodge room or Temple. Why this particular color
should have been chosen for our Craft. 44

The Left-Hand Path Light Side Builders of the New World
http://theweek.com/speedreads/619671/take-waltz-through-many-hand-gestures-donald-trump

Read the meaning from the left to the right. The left and right panels are divided by the birth of the
New World Christ.
Giving attention to science & exploration, architecture & art, everyone taking only what they need from the earth, &
only what they produce themselves. If you want to know what the caves symbolize then you need to look at "the
allegory of the caves" by Plato "alligator" equals doing away with depleting non- renewable resources. 45
First we see the UN Blue Flag being carried by a man dressed in white (the original color of the masonic
apron…This is the origin of the word ‘candidate,’ from candidatus ‘dressed in white.’ Druids were robed in white.
White is also connected with the idea of death and resurrection. Shrouds are white; spirits are represented as wearing
white veils. White, rather than black, is sometimes the color of mourning, 46

TRUMP SURVIVES BEHIND THE BLUE GARLAND
It’s a wedding celebration with the people the new beginning of their New World Order.

A woman, dressed in a print dress green, gold, brown has the blue sash draped around her shoulders. Bill Clinton
(resurrected gray (Death)) and Hillary Clinton (dressed brown did not die during the global disaster) also standing
NEXT TO DONALD TRUMP behind a blue garland; Hillary is standing with a bouquet of roses. 47 Native people
have come into the New World walking on rose petals which religious or spiritual worship or practice include the
ancient, organized, and new & evolving religions; faith, spirituality, and alternate pathways. 48 Gold Stars equals
the Stargate’
Donald Trump is the man in green. White shoes: denoting a company, especially a law firm, owned and run by
members of the WASP elite, generally regarded as cautious and conservative denoting a privileged and wealthy
49
American person, considered as part of a conservative social set. He is standing with his back to center panel is
holding the blue sash. Green Phtha was the Egyptian Creator of the world; he was at times represented with his flesh
painted green, and holding a scepter of four colors, red, blue, green, and yellow: fire, air, water, and earth. The god
Lunus, the Moon, in Hebrew pronounced yeh-rak, is formed of one of the roots of green, signifying to found or set
in order. Green is the symbol of Victory as well as Hope, in the symbolic colors
This conception Masonry has received from the ancients, more particularly the Egyptians. For example, with the
Egyptians, as noted above, Ptah was pictured as having green flesh. Also, the goddess Pascht, the divine preserver,
and Thoth, the instructor of men in the sacred doctrines of truth, were both painted with green flesh. So the Mason,
adhering once more, as he so often does, to the conceptions of the Egyptians, chooses for his symbol of the
immortality of the soul which he knows to be divine and true an object, the acacia, whose color is unchanging
green.50
It’s a wedding victory celebration with the people the new beginning of their New World Order.
We are entering a nightmare, utopic world.
The room is very dark. A scientist woman behind a table, her attire is white and she is standing holding a
microscope which is bending to the left signifying a liberal viewpoint and genocidal- chemical warfare. A male
scientist is sitting at a desk looking at the heavens through a huge telescope and his finger is pointing to an opened
book which indicates he is studying the stars and planets looking for space aliens. Their future will be built upon
pseudo-science and worship of the astrological gods and goddesses.

The Rider dressed in a golden shirt and gray pants prepares to mount the Pale Horse.
In addition, modern Evangelical theology has been largely formed not by the Bible, but by highly advanced and
scientific methodologies of personal and social transformation. For example, the Seeker Friendly Movements and
the Emergent Church Movement have been synthetically created with mind-science technologies that began at the
Frankfurt School in Germany in the late 1800’s and have evolved into neurological sciences which can program
reality through the creation of new neurological pathways and the re-programming of DNA.
2013 will be an acceleration of these manufactured crises. The secretive satanic elite are guiding the nations of the
world into the global Luciferian government, economic system and religion that the Apostle John predicted on the
Isle of Patmos when writing the Book of Revelation. It must be remembered that often things like social
engineering, neurological sciences, economics and politics are the handmaidens of Luciferianism. As I have stated
earlier, the entire counter-culture revolution of the 1960’s was a massive mind control experiment. But if you listen
to certain key words from the counter culture leaders themselves you see its direct connection to Satanism. For
example, a shadowy figure who worked for British Intelligence and influenced Adolph Hitler was Aleister Crowley,
the Great Beast 666. Crowley’s name and face pop up all over the place among rock and roll groups and filmmakers,
and the LSD prophet, Dr. Timothy Leary from Harvard, openly said he was carrying out Crowley’s work.

Pale Horse is preparing to be released
Then the next scene the worker Mason with a pick tool prepares to release the White Horse of Peace. The rider is
dressed in a golden shirt and gray pants releasing the white horse of the ‘Peace accord’. At the beginning of (Rev.
6:1-2) is the beginning of John’s revelation of the Tribulation period describes the Antichrist and his overtures of
peace under the symbolism of a rider on a white horse. “And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I
heard, as it were the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, come and see. 2 And I saw, and behold a white
horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to
conquer,” (Rev. 6: 1-2).

OPENING THE PIT OF HELL
The Pit of Hell is opened and Satan’s Captive Dead Souls are released into the New World The Masonic worker stands
on the top step with his pick and shovel. The Rider of the Angry Pale Horse holding a bridle [the headgear used to control
a horse, consisting of buckled straps to which a bit and reins are attached] is preparing to mount him for his ride [from
the dark portal into the portal of light into the New World] to bring famine and destruction. The souls of the dead begin
to ascend out of the pit. . The chained captives shield their eyes from the New World light.

- Photo Caption: Yes the Drum Major is Obama. Obama was chosen vessel by the elite

When news of the formation of a so-called United Nations sifted out, many were skeptical of its stated purpose of
bringing all nations together to promote peace. It was seen by many as a ploy to institute total world control by one
body of men. Those who objected were described as 'nut cases, 'conspiracy theorists' or backwoods hicks. These
51
descriptions were, of course, designed to discourage any one from questioning the world organization.

Bottom panel Lord Shiva
Everything they've built will fall and from the ashes of their world, we'll build a better one," says Apocalypse in
voice over. “Mind War is the deliberate, aggressive, and convincing of all participants that in a war we will
win that war.” 52

Large Hadron Collider opens wormhole to Mirror Universe
A newsstand that's brimming with issues
In 2012, scientist and Professor Stephen Hawking warned the world about CERN, stating that “CERN had the
potential to destroy the universe.”
God of Destruction! BREAKING! U.N. dictates global sodomite acceptance, By Rev. Austin Miles October 10,
2015 – Daniel 11:37 Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor regard any god: for
he shall magnify himself above all.

Keys to the Gates of Hell: Satanic force released - Energy
What is going on in CERN that have so many people believing that portals and dimensions are opening up? Is
CERN capable of opening a spirit world that scientists cannot understand because of their views and
rejection of God? If portals and dimensions are opening up, is there any proof that demons are coming through a
spiritual Stargate? Is CERN a Stargate that will release closely guarded secrets? Will Gods that are not known by
our fathers break through a barrier in a rush to understand a false creation built on assumptions and theories? CERN
could be the key to the abyss spoken of in Revelation Chapter 9. False Gods could be ascending from the Earth and
what awaits us could be a deception unlike the world has never known before. Shiva the God of destruction and
force may be holding the keys to the Gates of Hell and he may just unleash it on an unsuspecting world! If you do
not believe that Shiva could be holding the keys to the bottomless pit, let me leave you with something to think
about. The Bible mentions that Apollyon/Abaddon means Destruction/Destroyer! Shiva is also known as the God of
Destruction! You Have Been Warned….. 53
15 September 2008

This place is no longer recommended as a holiday destination! Please, do NOT go there!
GENEVA, Switzerland -- Scientists at CERN revealed today that the Large Hardon Collider accidentally created
a wormhole to a Mirror Universe. 54
"This was completely unexpected," one of the scientists stated, "There was some speculation that the LHC might
unravel the fabric of space-time and destroy, but most of us felt certain that the destruction would be more localized,
most likely limited to our Solar System or possibly just the Earth itself. No one anticipated that it would open a
portal to a bizarre parallel dimension... This has totally screwed up the office pool."
"I suppose it's still possible that the wormhole will collapse into a singularity," he added, "but I'm not holding my
breath. I'm pretty sure I'm just out €10."

Scientists from the Mirror Universe, who are assisting our scientists in trying to shut down the LHC, are denying
rumors that their Universe is some kind of 'evil' alternate reality to our own.
"It's hardly fair to label our Universe as 'evil'," said one of the Mirror Universe scientists, during the joint press
conference held this morning, "There is difference, of course. For example, in our Universe Betamax became
the videotape standard, instead of VHS... Of course, that doesn't really matter anymore, since HD-DVD has made
tapes obsolete anyway. Furthermore," he added, "in our universe, Uncyclopedia is a load of fabricated nonsense,
while it is Wikipedia which is a serious encyclopedic endeavor."
Protesters outside of CERN have already added 'Invasion from Mirror Universe' to the long list of dangers they
believe the LHC poses. "You have to keep a close watch on these scientist types, “warned one protester, "One minute
they're opening up gateways to other dimensions, and the next thing you know they're doing something really
dangerous like bouncing Wonderflonium."
Both sets of scientists insist that the LHC is perfectly safe, or at least as safe as a 27 kilometer super-collider capable
of punching a hole in reality can be.
"Everyone can rest assured that we're all working together to shut down the LHC, as soon as possible," the Mirror
Universe scientist stated "even though the wormhole is absolutely stable and poses no danger whatsoever." 55

Another ‘Floating City’ In the Sky –
Has CERN Already Opened Doorways To Parallel Universe, Extra Dimension Or Are They Preparing Us For An
‘Inter-Dimensional Savior’?
22 OCTOBER, 2015 Back in March 2015 ANP detailed statements by scientists and researchers about the
dangers of CERN’s Large Hadron Collider and the dangerous possibility of opening “parallel universes” and “extra
dimensions,” and now two separate sightings of what is being called a “floating city ” have been captured on video
and in images, one in China which ANP reported on here, and now one in the UK, making some wonder if
CERN has indeed opened up doorways into the unknown. Via IFL Science: 56
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Wormholes
Revelation 9:1-11

and the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth:
and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit. 2And he opened the bottomless pit; and
there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and the sun and the air
were darkened by reason of the smoke of the pit. 3 And there came out of the smoke locusts
upon the earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power. 4
And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any
green thing, neither any tree; but only those men which have not the seal of God in their

foreheads. 5 And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be
tormented five months: and their torment was as the torment of a scorpion, when he striketh a
man. 6 And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it; and shall desire to die,
and death shall flee from them. 7 And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared
unto battle; and on their heads were as it were crowns like gold, and their faces were as the
faces of men. 8 And they had hair as the hair of women, and their teeth were as the teeth of
lions. 9 And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron; and the sound of their wings
was as the sound of chariots of many horses running to battle. 10 And they had tails like unto
scorpions, and there were stings in their tails: and their power was to hurt men five months. 11
And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the
Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.

Satan’s Chosen Puppet
Newsweek's depiction of President Obama U.S. President as the Hindu deity, Lord Shiva
An Occult Symbolism - Sodomite Gateways - Orange: A Color like Purple. "As it was in the days of Noe [Noah],
so shall it be also in the days of the [coming of the] Son of man." (Luke 17:26).
And so now we begin to understand the words of Scripture:
"And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon ... is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of
every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird." (Revelation 18:2)
Clearly, the place where the eruption of "evil spirits" alluded to in Revelation 9:1-11 is centered is Babylon the
Great (i.e., the United States) - and both the "facts on the ground" and the Scriptures substantiate this fact - which
makes the words of Revelation 18:4 that much more prescient:
"And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE, that ye be not partakers of
her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues." (Revelation 18:4)

World-wide Destruction
The Phoenix has arisen to be god of the world. All purpose, balances the aura as all color emanates from white light.
Energizing, protective, stimulating, inspiring, destroys destructive energies. The Moon rules white. White rules the
third eye, along with indigo and silver.58

Satan Promised Rapture of the Dead from Hell.
In this particular section of the Mural we can see that this serpent has been killed – it's quite horrifying penetrated
with a sword two times and through his mouth. The two times would hereby point towards the first and second
world war. The mouth might point towards a third world war, but it can also represent the Jewish power, since we
have lost our Voice after WW2. The bottom is the war machine of guns and tanks. The soldier laying down his
weapon "mission complete" while the peasants and old religions are being led into death and great darkness and
chaos comes upon the world. The soldier is tipping his hat [hat tip was used for greeting a stranger]. He is
probably German shown as having one foot on the snake while the other is on ground –[meaning that he is
already disconnecting himself with his knowledge; and through that lack of knowledge with his own identity,
59
individuality, race, nation, folk]
Another man has his cupped hands toward his face shouting [calling forth the
dead souls from the pit].
As the Serpent (Knowledge and Consciousness) of our People has been killed, we can see the Jewish Phoenix rising
up again. It also has one foot (representing the number 4) on its old skin (order) while the other one is on ground.
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The imagery of the Phoenix has many meanings and uses. Let us go through some of them
A golden Phoenix bird has been raised at the center above the bottom panel. He has shed his skin upon a large rock
and is sticking a long sword into the death chamber of the world religions. The phoenix bird symbolizes Lucifer.
Here, he has killed all the religions of the world that have mocked him throughout the ages; at the left the survivors
of the great battle is surrounding the death chamber.

Un Mural Survivors of the Great Disaster
People are climbing out of a dark portal from the earth to enter the new beginning of the new world. They are
invited to attend Satan’s new wedding celebration for conquering the old world and capturing their souls. Out of
chaos darkness they believe that they can create new reality. A tall man is lifting his hat and is standing amidst war
weapons; the great war of the destruction of billions is over. A dark death chamber is shown in the middle. 61
At the right side of the bottom panel; a stream of people who are grey (color of death) are coming to worship
Lucifer. Grey is the color of sorrow. Standing on dark rock is a tall man that is shielding his eyes from the false light
of the New Beginning. A young man with his left hand raised to his forehead (probably touching his opened thirdeye that was taught to him in his school); the sun ray shinning on his face. There is a thin rope streaming from the
bridegroom who is dressed in black and ensnaring the man and boy who indicates his satanic powers are directed
towards them. They living in the Old Age; remember “the Rock” refers to Jesus and His Church.
On the left side are two men coming out of a dark portal wearing black masks [first man wearing a gold shirt]. The
second man has a beard [wearing green a shirt with left covered and right shoulder uncovered] His left arm shows a
black crow and a slave band [black magic] that holds the rope pulling woman, holding onto a rope out of a pit. In
the shadows she is shown climbing stairs from the underground cities into the New World after the world chaos. His
right shoulder is nude and his hand is holding cover his private area but the tip of his penis is showing from his
clenched hand.
Joining the wedding celebration is the black drummer man dressed in white is dancing; he seems to in an ecstatic
mood. Is he Obama who has led America to fall? A white man his hand is raised that looks like the Communist
dictator Lenin is stepping from the darkness into the celebration. As he steps into the scene of the new beginning,
half of his body and his face are bathed with the sunlight his back side is normal color.
The Bible makes it clear why God is sending a strong delusion in the end times: “They perish because they refused
to love the truth and so be saved. For this reason God sends them a powerful delusion so that they will believe the lie
and so that all will be condemned who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wickedness” (2
Thessalonians 2:10-12). Simply put, God sends a strong delusion to those who chose not to believe the gospel of
Christ. Those who take delight in mocking and rejecting Him, He will condemn.

It is man’s choice whether to accept and believe the truth of Jesus Christ as presented in the Scriptures. To receive
the truth and the love God offers is in keeping with its teachings, “This is love for God: to obey His commands” (1
John 5:3). Conversely, to know the truth and not obey it is to face the wrath of God: “The wrath of God is being
revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and wickedness of men who suppress the truth by their
wickedness” (Romans 1:18). Frankly speaking, there is no more dangerous condition for man than to know the truth
and refuse to obey it. To do so is to harden the heart and make God’s condemnation sure.
When one knows the truth and refuses to obey it, he is subject to any lie, any deception, any untruth that man can
conjure up. “For although they knew God, they neither glorified Him nor gave thanks to Him, but their thinking
became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened. Although they claimed to be wise, they became fools”
(Romans 1:21-22). Paul goes on in the next few verses to describe the mindset and behaviors of those who
disbelieve (see Romans 1:29-31). As a result of man’s foolishness and his arrogant disdain of the things of God,
“God gave them over to a depraved mind, to do what ought not to be done” (Romans 1:28). And correspondingly,
“Although they know God’s righteous decree that those who do such things deserve death, they not only continue to
do these very things, but also approve of those who practice them” (Romans 1:32). 62
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